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'OTZMA'-עוצמה

Power centers? 
Strength centers?



power centers!



‘POEWR CENTERS’ -BACKGROUND

Early 90’ - 1 St. Generation – Jerusalem

2008 - 2 nd. Generation – 6 new centers

2012 - 3 rd. Generation – 12 new centers

2015 - A National program – 95 New centers
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Otzma core principals for Inclusive practice 
 Embracing a human rights discourse Regarding poverty as a structural social

problem

 Encouraging Partnerships with Service
Users

 Standing by Service Users

 Avoiding Judgment Transparency

 Flexibility in developing & initiating
interventions

 Joint action

 Availability Minimizing hierarchies

 Learning from successes Acknowledging & learning from service
users’ experiences & knowledge

 Multi method interventions: Individual,
Groups, Community & Policy Practice

 Embracing a strengths perspective

Based, among others, on the ideas suggested by Strier, R (2001) & Rosenfeld, J (1993)



Encouraging  Partnerships with Service  Users-
achieving 2 goals:

1. Adapting interventions to needs and complex 
contexts.

2.  Creating an organizational milieu which provides 
opportunities for service users to reclaim their place 
and power in relationships with professionals in the 
public, state mandated, sector.





Defining partnerships and collaborations

The authentic sharing of knowledge, the 
authentic sharing of power, and the differential 

consideration of political context, as these 
manifest themselves in the social worker-service 

user relationship (Levin, 2012).
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Levin, L. (2012). Towards a revised definition of client collaboration: The knowledge-power-politics triad. Journal 
of Social Work Practice, 26(2), 181-195.
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Knowledge

•Personal knowledge - of service users and social 
workers.

•Professional knowledge - of service users and social 
workers.

• Theoretical knowledge- of service users and social 
workers

• External knowledge - influences service users, social 
workers, and the interactions between them.
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Power

The ability to make someone do something, 
which they otherwise would not do or 

choose to do (Dahl, 1957)
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Reflecting on Power… 

•Is power negotiable?

•Is power dynamic? Who has more of it, and 
under which circumstances?

•The relationship between knowledge and 
power.
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Political context

•How much power do I possess?

•The local, social Israeli context
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A Knowledge-Power-Politics Model (Levin, 2012)

Mutuality as a Precondition for Collaboration & Partnership  



Questions for reflection following Levin’s triadic model…
• Think about a professional intervention you are/were involved in with service

users (an individual/family/group /community). where do your professional
relations with them stand in terms of sharing knowledge & decision-making:

1. To what extent do you share your knowledge & thoughts regarding the
intervention with them? How much of their knowledge & thoughts do you think
they are sharing with you? Pin these points on the sequence.

2. To what extent do you feel each of you are sharing the available

power of decision-making? Pin these points on the sequence.

3. Are you satisfied with the degree of mutual sharing of knowledge &

power of decision-making at this time?

4. Who is generally sharing more in this relationship? Why is that? What do

you think prevents one/ both parties from sharing more?

5. What can you do about it? What needs to happen in order to enable a shift

towards a more actual & authentic collaboration?
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•Deceptive Collaboration - Occurs when shared 
decision-making is made available but is based on 
separate knowledge, or when mutual sharing of 
knowledge takes place but is followed by low levels of 
shared decision-making.

•Counter Collaboration - Occurs when knowledge and 
power of decision-making are not shared or are 
shared on a low level.

•Actual Collaboration - Occurs when knowledge and 
power of decision-making are shared on a high level.



Conclusion

•Do you find this tool useful? In what way?

•What feedback would you like to share 
regarding the issues presented and our get-
together today?


